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Constructed with more
than 81 individual
parts, the sleek Clerc
Hydroscaph H1
Chronometer is any
diver’s dream accessory.
This clever timepiece
features a high-grade
steel case, vulcanized
rubber strap with
folding clasps, and is
water resistant to 500
meters. Features include
3D superluminova
applique markers on
the dial, glare-proof
sapphire crystal, and
an exhibition caseback.
clercwatches.com

Designs to
Dive For
VENTURE DEEP INTO THE BLUE
WITH A WATCH THAT DOES MUCH
MORE THAN TELLS THE TIME
styled by Karina Timmel

Lucky is the lady who
dives with the distinctive
Omega Seamaster
Ploprof 1200M, which
dazzles with a stylish
stainless steel face,
white strap and orange
accents. Water resistant
up to about 4,000 feet,
the Seamaster features
a screwed-in crown at 9
o’clock that offers freer
wrist movement, and
an automatic escape
valve that discharges
helium atoms during
decompression.
omegawatches.com
134

Dive into the deep
end with the bold,
limited edition Graham
Chronofighter Prodive
Professional that
functions perfectly at
depths of 2,000 feet.
This extraordinary watch
comes equipped with a
left hand and fast-action
start/stop/reset trigger,
a striking yellow strap,
steel case, luminescent
indications, unidirectional
rotating rim, and antireflective coating on its
sapphire crystal face.
graham1695.com
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There are only 500 of
this must-have, limited
edition BALL Watch
Engineer Master II
Diver FreeFall which
offers a streamlined look
combining elegant curves
with a strong, black dial
and stainless-steel case.
It is water resistant up
to 1,000 feet, shock
resistant up to 5,800Gs,
and with hands and a dial
that stay lit with microtubes of luminescent gas.
The ideal dive buddy for
exploring the ocean floor.
ballwatch.com

For the sophisticated
man who enjoys a
versatile timepiece, the
Carl F. Bucherer Patravi
ScubaTec travels from
ocean to office. Its
sporty style boasts a
large 44.6 mm stainlesssteel case with two
sides of anti-reflective
sapphire crystal. Even
when diving in deep
murky waters, the time
is crystal clear due to a
special coating on hands
and markers that glows
light blue in the dark.
carl-f-bucherer.com

Like feeling weightless
in water? So does the
classy Ulysse Nardin
Marine Chronometer,
featuring a distinctive,
ultra-lightweight alloy
combining silicone and
a synthetic diamond
coating. This superstylish and classic
marine timepiece has a
fluted bezel, solid lugs
for stability on the wrist,
and a screw-locked
crown that is water
resistant to 1,000 feet.
A watch to dive for.
ulysse-nardin.com

